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county address, and the substance of my comments were1

on what I view as a basic threat to our community’s2

well-being, and that is poverty.  Poverty, and what we3

can do locally and nationally to mitigate the poor4

outcomes that result from poverty.  5

Many communities will look at Santa Clara6

County as a shining example of prosperity.  But right7

now -- and it bears repeating over and over again --8

right now in this county, one in seven children live9

in poverty.  10
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guarantee.  1

So it does make a difference to the2

lending community.  3

Secondly, we expand employed procurement4

opportunities for small businesses.  And I’ll talk a5

little bit later about the incredible opportunities6

that are out there for small businesses in government7

contracting.  8

We provide a wide range of counseling and9

educational programs for small businesses.  
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introduction in ’94, SBA has guaranteed more than1

72,000 low-doc loans.2

Why does this matter as it relates to3

poverty?  Because the smaller the loans are -- ancnfan sma undverc
a
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Which means that not only will there be1

jobs for kids and grownups in those comfye3es, chl thebe

people -- 21521
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Right.  He said, "I wouldn’t wish for a1

disaster every day," and yet, he said "sometimes, when2

we get focused on a shared agenda, on a common goal we3

forget about the differences and we really work as4

brothers and sisters for the best good of the5

community."6

And I think that’s what’s going to come
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recognize her. 1

Ms. Ho began her journalism career more2than a decade ago.  Nominated for the 194.4Woms. of2ement Award of Santa Clara County, 029 Twis

2highly d for Ho bcoverage of localissue29 5 0 TD
(1)Tj
10.6931 -2.2574 -2.2574 33.9rSs[(Thank)-17( you for joining us today, 029 Tw,)]TJ heore2and you cs. introduce our participants in the panel2
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boundaries, you cannot expand your economic1

development, you cannot get your people out of2

poverty.  3

This is not right, this is not what we4
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MR. TURNER:  Well, I think that the1

morbidity rates and these statistics that are in our2

communities that suffer from poverty will definitely3

increase.  4

But I think, if we act as one America, and5

we educate our new congressmen -- because maybe they6

missed the hy class --7

(Applause.)8

MR. TURNER:  -- that we can improve9

things.  10

And I think that’s my hope.  I want the11

public to know that we need to count on you, everybody12

here, wherever you came from, however you got to this13

land, through generations -- not too long ago it14

happened, you got here.  15

Didn’t know you were coming, though, did16

you?17

(Laughter) 18

MR. TURNER:  Thank you.  19

MS. HO:  All right.  Thank you very much,20

Dennis.21

Mr. Padilla, I was wondering if you would22

also bring about your points that you think are23

important about the community that you serve.24

MR. PADILLA:  Well, I think that I --25

given the nature of the questions that were asked or26

brought to our attention, I think there’s an issue27
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MS. HO:  Thank you very much, Jose, I1

appreciate that.  2

Now we will get to a point in the3

discussion where we talk abous oa ,755.8t66 0rems can4

best be addressed.  First of all, we’ll go briefly5

through some of 755 o755r populations that we’re6

dealing with here.7

Amy, I understand that you also worked on8

a report called "Growing Toget55r or Drifting Apart,"9
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wealth?  Yes, and we’re working on it.  But it’s a1

different kind of spin on what we have to offer and2

how people should be looking at reinvesting in our3

community.  4

One other quick example.  Retail.  We5

found that there were $260 million of unmet food needs6

in our community -- and in fact, I live in South Los7

Angeles, and I remember when Lucky’s came in a couple8

years ago after the civil unrest, and they came9

kicking and screaming, you had to drag them in there,10

you know, political pressure notwithstanding, they11

didn’t want to be there.  12

They came, finally -- within three days13

the shelves were bare.  They had to shut the stores12
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reinvestment to the insurance industry, because most1

of the money is in insurance and mutual funds, and not2

only in banks.  3

But I want to say a couple other things,4 banks.  
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the Chinese seniors to get naturalized in their own1

language -- and they didn’t understand what was2

happening with the Russian emigre population, who had3

a sort of a different immigration status, and there4

was a lot of suspicion, who was getting more of the5

benefits.  6

Likewise, the AFDC population -- the GA7

population thought the SSI, the immigrants, were8

getting all the political support in terms of welfare9

reform.  And we need to break that down.10

So resources are organizers, are our
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role for the public sector, and particularly a new1

role for labor in this country as it manifests its new2

activities in a community-based way.3

The effort was an attempt by community and4

labor organizations to come forwarrde257efor tCmunnew
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expectations are for business in our communities.  1

And I think that speaks to two things.2

Number one, what the new role for the public sector3

is.  And under the new rules of welfare reform, if the4

public sector and government is no longer to pay the5

social wage, then government must be useful in some6

ways.  And to the extent that it no longer is going to7

pay the social wage, government can at a minimum8
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MS. HO:  Right.  Thank you very much.  
1
Rose, what’s working with what you’re

2
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MS. AMADOR:  I think it would have to be1

alternatives.  2

Right now there’s the tried -- you know,3

the path that hasn’t worked in the past.  We have to4

have alternatives to everything -- to education, to5

the work force, to the transition to school to work6

effort.  7

But as Gordon said, there has to be funds8

for all of this, and with the lack of funds you can’t9

go very far or do very much.10

So we need support in you know, funding a11

lot of these programs, and we need to concentrate on
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(Applause.)1

MR. TURNER:  And then after that, we’ll2

look for the government and -- 3

MS. HO:  What can we do to support you,4

Dennis?5

MR. TURNER:  -- and so, what is happening,6

to continue as Indian nations and being sovereign, we7

need to continue that so we can bring ourselves, we
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like every  community does, in terms of economic1

growth.  And if they’re passing laws in the 105th2

Congress trying to say, "Just you, you Indian nations3

cannot buy land under your treaty anymore," that’s4

abrogating our treaty, that’s saying we are no longer5

sovereign people as it says in the Constitution.  6

They should then throw that paper away.7

MS. HO:  Understand.  All right.  Thank8

you very much, -- 9

MR. TURNER:  Thank you.  MS.(HO:  --Dennis. )Tj
-11.287ld then t19
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this notion of a domestic economy and corporations1

caring about what’s going on locally and participating2

in the local community.  3

So we have lost a good part of that4

corporate citizenship that really sustained5

communitie1[erst perigoot ofimety.  
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So you know, when you have these diversity1

programs and you come to an area, look for these2

indigenous groups, because they’re here.3

MS. HO:  Thank you very much.  I4

appreciate it. 5

This young gentleman in the hat here.6

That’s you.7

MR. GALVAN:  My name is Eugene Galvan, and8

I’m from Abraham Lincoln High School in San Francisco,9

and when I was listening to you I noticed that a lot10

of the issues that you’re talking about are related to11

adults, and mostly adults.  And I was just wondering12

how are you going to reflect this to the youth13

nowadays?14

Because we are the future, and we are the15

ones that are going to be the lawyers and -- 16

MS. HO:  What kind of help do you need?17

What would help you out?18

MR. GALVAN:  Like maybe having like an19

advisory committee, a board like this, concentrated on20

the youth nowadays.21

MS. HO:  All right.  Thank you very much.22

Good point.  23

I’m sorry, Dennis, did you want to respond24

to something?  25

MR. TURNER:  I just wanted -- oh, go26

ahead.  27
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MS. CHAVEZ-THOMPSON:  To the young man --
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I would like to thank you so much for1

coming and participating.  2

Now before you all go, Dr. Franklin is3

going to have some closing remarks.  4

I did want to say that we’d like to thank5

Independence High School for the use of facilities.6

They’ve adjusted schedules to be able to allow us to7

use this space.  And we’re going to need to stay off8

the stage area so they can fix up the area for another9

event.  10

I’d like to turn it over now, to Dr.11

Franklin.  12

CHAIRMAN FRANKLIN:  Thank you.13

(Applause.)14

CHAIRMAN FRANKLIN:  I feel like turning it15

back.  What I want to say is, first of all, to thank16

you, Ms. Ho, very much for your handling this panel so17

efficiently and so well.  And I want to thank the18

panel, too, for it was a very  stimulating and19

important discussion.20

(Applause.)21

CHAIRMAN FRANKLIN:  Indeed, this has been22

an enlightening and reward experience, not only the23

panel this afternoon, but the panel this morning --24

the discussion yesterday at the public forum, the25

public officials who have come before us to welcome us26

here, the Mayor of the city, one of the Supervisors,27
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now a cabinet member from Washington, Ms. Alvarez.  1

And so many of you who have participated2

and been so patient and listened.  We’ve learned a3

great deal, and I want to thank you very much.4

This has been an educational experience5

for us, and I hope that it’s been at least a6

satisfactory experience for you.7
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